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Abstract
Premise: Trees in wet forests often have features that prevent water films from
covering stomata and inhibiting gas exchange, while many trees in drier environments
use foliar water uptake to reduce water stress. In forests with both wet and dry
seasons, evergreen trees would benefit from producing leaves capable of balancing
rainy‐season photosynthesis with summertime water absorption.
Methods: Using samples collected from across the vertical gradient in tall redwood
(Sequoia sempervirens) crowns, we estimated tree‐level foliar water uptake and
employed physics‐based causative modeling to identify key functional traits that
determine uptake potential by setting hydraulic resistance.
Results: We showed that Sequoia has two functionally distinct shoot morphotypes.
While most shoots specialize in photosynthesis, the axial shoot type is capable of
much greater foliar water uptake, and its within‐crown distribution varies with
latitude. A suite of leaf surface traits cause hydraulic resistance, leading to variation in
uptake capacity among samples.
Conclusions: Shoot dimorphism gives tall Sequoia trees the capacity to absorb up to
48 kg H2O h−1 during the first hour of leaf wetting, ameliorating water stress while
presumably maintaining high photosynthetic capacity year round. Geographic
variation in shoot dimorphism suggests that plasticity in shoot‐type distribution
and leaf surface traits helps Sequoia maintain a dominate presence in both wet and
dry forests.
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Trees face trade‐offs between foliar uptake and photo-
synthesis when leaves are wet (Smith and McClean, 1989;
Ishibashi and Terashima, 1995; Dawson and
Goldsmith, 2018). Water absorbed across leaf surfaces
allows woody plants to avoid or recover from drought‐
induced hydraulic damage, maintain higher photosynthetic
rates, relieve low xylem water potentials (Ψ), and initiate
turgor‐driven diameter growth (Breshears et al., 2008; Eller
et al., 2013; Emery, 2016; Steppe et al., 2018). Trees, which

may be reliant on foliar uptake to cope with height‐
associated water stress, may have leaf‐surface traits more
associated with water absorption than small‐statured plants
in similar environments (Neinhuis and Barthlott, 1997;
Schreel and Steppe, 2020). However, if leaf stomata are
covered by films of water, photosynthesis can be suppressed
(Smith and McClean, 1989; Ishibashi and Terashima, 1995;
Hanba et al., 2004; Gerlein‐Safdi et al., 2018; Berry and
Goldsmith, 2020). Ability to absorb water through leaves is
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widespread, but its capacity may be highly variable within
and among taxa and environments (Gotsch et al., 2015;
Dawson and Goldsmith, 2018; Binks et al., 2019). In
seasonally dry forests, foliar uptake can be a key component
of tree drought survival (Yates and Hutley, 1995; Schreel
et al., 2019), whereas trees in perpetually wet forests may
have evolved adaptations to avoid leaf wetness, allowing
photosynthesis to proceed during long wet periods by
keeping stomata exposed to air (Field et al., 1998;
Holder, 2007a; Aparecido et al., 2017). In seasonal rain-
forests, evergreen plants that rely on foliar uptake to survive
the dry season (Yates and Hutley, 1995; Eller et al., 2013)
must have leaves equally able to cope with a prolonged and
intense rainy season when photosynthesis may be limited if
water films cover stomata. In coast redwood (Sequoia
sempervirens D. Don), the hydraulic benefits of foliar uptake
(Burgess and Dawson, 2004) coexist with a capacity to
maintain high wet‐season stomatal conductance despite the
nearly continuous presence of aerial water (Ambrose
et al., 2010).

Sequoia maintains dominance in the presence of co‐
occurring conifers because it outlasts them by multiple
lifespans (Sillett et al., 2021). The longevity and persistent
growth of Sequoia supports the development of deep‐
canopied multispecies forests capable of attaining global
maximum biomass and leaf area (Van Pelt et al., 2016; Sillett

et al., 2020). In addition to massive trunks and limbs,
Sequoia invests in tannin‐rich heartwood, fire‐resistant
bark, and pest‐resistant leaves, all of which promote
disturbance survival (Fritz, 1931; Clark and Scheffer, 1983;
Davies et al., 2014). Additionally, leaf‐level phenotypic
plasticity allows tall Sequoia to optimize traits across deep
crowns in response to environmental conditions, particu-
larly water stress (Oldham et al., 2010; Van Pelt et al., 2016;
Chin and Sillett, 2019). Sequoia exhibits all the indications
of heteroblastic shoot development (Jones, 1999), charac-
terized by abrupt (metamorphic) developmental transitions
between thick, woody “axial” shoots with decurrent scale‐
leaves and the initially pliable “peripheral” shoots they
support, which represent the vast majority of the total leaf
area (Figure 1; Kramer et al. [2014] reported that woody
shoots support ~5% of leaf area). The presence of these two
distinct shoot types (dimorphism) is recognizable from their
earliest growth. Each individual shoot apical meristem
produces only one type, and differences are not due to age‐
related developmental shifts. Peripheral shoots may some-
times live to become stiff and woody, but they appear to be
exclusively produced by separate meristems from those that
originate axial shoots. Shoot dimorphism in Sequoia is
separate from the broad, though gradual (allomorphic)
changes seen with height among peripheral shoots (Koch
et al., 2004; Oldham et al., 2010; Figure 1). While the ability

F IGURE 1 Peripheral and axial leaves of redwoods. Redwood shoots appear to be heteroblastic with an abrupt metamorphic change between dimorphic
shoot types (transition visible in left panel). In panel on right, peripheral shoots (left column), which make up most leaf area, vary dramatically with
height but always have less‐decurrent leaves and are pliable during early years of development. Axial shoots (right column) are thick, woody, central
shoot‐cluster leaders supporting many peripheral shoots. They have highly decurrent leaves at all heights and never arise from peripheral‐shoot meristems.
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of redwoods to absorb water through leaves and improve
tree water status is well documented (Burgess and
Dawson, 2004), causes of variation in foliar uptake capacity
remain untested experimentally. Specifically, analysis of
within‐crown variation in foliar uptake is missing, limiting
our ability to identify environmentally responsive leaf traits
regulating water absorption or to investigate the conse-
quences of whole‐tree foliar uptake across the broad
geographic range of Sequoia. How does this species balance
the contrasting requirements of water absorption and water
repellency to flourish under wet or dry conditions?
Variation in leaf interactions with water may have broad
ecological implications, as the degree to which water is shed
from, absorbed into, or evaporated off leaf surfaces
influences forest hydrology, precipitation dependence, and
drought susceptibility (Holder, 2007b; Konrad et al., 2012;
Schreel and Steppe, 2020).

Foliar water uptake is driven by the Ψ gradient between
the wet surface and interior of the leaf (Rundel, 1982). In
obedience to Ohm's Law, hydraulic flux
into the leaf should be proportional to the interaction
between the Ψ gradient and hydraulic resistance at the leaf
surface. The gravitational component of Ψ contributes
approximately −1 MPa to the hydraulic tension at 100 m in
a tall tree (Zimmermann, 1983), creating a natural gradient
in the potential energy available to power treetop foliar
uptake. However, foliar uptake rates do not always increase
along the Ψ gradient (Limm and Dawson, 2010; Schreel
et al., 2019), indicating that resistance can dominate the
system. Wide variation in foliar water uptake among plant
species (Limm et al., 2009; Gotsch et al., 2015; Emery et al.,
2016; Guzmán‐Delgado et al., 2018; Schreel et al., 2019) is
evidence that while the Ψ gradient may be the force driving
uptake, leaf features determine its maximum rate. In
contrast to Ψ, variation in leaf‐surface hydraulic resistance
is most likely determined by a suite of factors that can
respond to the local environment given adequate plasticity.
Leaf surface traits that may confer hydraulic resistance are
most likely those related to surface–water interactions, such
as stomatal density and size, structure of epicuticular waxes
and cuticle, and stomatal plugs (Field et al., 1998; Rosado
et al., 2010; Aparecido et al., 2017; Guzmán‐Delgado
et al., 2018; Kerhoulas et al., 2020). These surface traits
can change with crown position (Rosado et al., 2010; Chin
and Sillett, 2019) and, in Sequoia, may be different between
dimorphic shoot types (Figure 1). The potential for
variability in foliar uptake capacity between shoot types
leads us to hypothesize that availability of local resources
(light and aerial water) may control development of shoot
morphotypes and their plasticity, separating the tasks of
foliar uptake and photosynthesis.

Sequoia thrives in seasonally dry, coastal rainforests and
much drier forests farther south and distant from the ocean,
where it tolerates hot, dry summers and survives infrequent
but severe droughts. The goals of this study were to explore
how foliar uptake in Sequoia is balanced with the primary
photosynthetic function of leaves and identify the traits

causing resistance to water absorption. We suspected that
shoot dimorphism in Sequoia provides a means of
maximizing wet‐season carbon acquisition while acquiring
atmospheric water; however, the existence of heteroblasty in
this species requires anatomical and physiological valida-
tion. Shoot dimorphism may afford an opportunity to
separate functionally exclusive leaf traits promoting either
water uptake or permitting photosynthesis on wet days.
Furthermore, we expect that the within‐crown and
geographic distribution of peripheral and axial shoots will
reflect their potential functional division. If aerial water
accessibility is determined by leaf traits that change surface
hydraulic resistance, then leaf structural variation will
influence foliar uptake capacity independent of the Ψ
gradient. To evaluate the broader significance of foliar
uptake to Sequoia function, we made the first whole‐crown
estimates of foliar water uptake capacity for any tree, using
some of the largest trees known. We measured foliar water
uptake by peripheral and axial shoots collected across the
vertical distribution of Sequoia foliage, scaled‐up by branch‐
and tree‐level allometry (Kramer et al., 2014; Sillett
et al., 2015, 2020), to quantify foliar uptake and reveal its
potential contributions to whole‐tree water balance and
forest hydrology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods and trait measurement

Measurement of leaf traits

We collected a total of 16 small Sequoia shoot clusters
from six trees at five climatically distinct forest locations
(latitude 36° to 41°N; Tables 1, 4) that yielded high trait
diversity (Table 2). We also estimated potential whole‐
crown uptake rates for an additional seven trees (see
Table 4), including the tallest living individual, to explore
the diversity of Sequoia crown structure. Samples from the
six study trees were collected at heights from 22 to 102 m
above ground level, between December 2018 and March
2019 (before spring leaf‐out). Within each sample cluster
(also used for experimental fogging), we separated leaves
on peripheral and axial shoots for purposes of trait
analysis (Figure 1). Samples used for experimental fogging
were large and made up of multiple shoots, representing
the full age range of each shoot type. For trait analyses, we
used the most recent growth available. Our measurements
combined traditional anatomical cross sections, acrylic
imprints, and high‐resolution composite macroimaging to
characterize leaf traits. While our emphasis was on the
effects of surface traits, we also compared the vascular
anatomy of peripheral and axial leaves to understand their
functional roles (Table 2). We fixed fresh peripheral and
axial leaves in FPA (10:5:50:35 formalin, propionic acid,
70% ethanol, and distilled water), embedded them in
paraffin, and cut 10‐μm thick cross sections using a rotary
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microtome. After staining slides with methylene blue and
safranin, the vascular bundle (xylem, transfusion tissue,
phloem, and fibers) was photographed at 20×. To verify that
the phloem structural differences were not artifacts of slide
preparation, we examined additional fresh green sections of
axial leaves. We prepared acrylic resin (nail polish) imprints
of the adaxial and abaxial leaf surfaces and photographed
them at 10× for measuring stomatal density and 40× for
measuring guard cell length. Because guard cell length is
strongly correlated with stomatal pore area (Lawson and
Matthews, 2020), it serves as a reliable index for stomatal
covering fraction (stomatal pore area per leaf area). Further,
we measured the fraction of the leaf covered with visible
epicuticular waxes (wax area per leaf area) and documented
the area‐based distribution of epiphyllic organisms (absent
from peripheral shoots) using composites created from
stacked macroimages of adaxial and abaxial leaf surfaces
taken at slightly different focal depths to create seamless high‐
resolution surface images (Figure 2A, B). We verified that the
white substances photographed (Figures 2A, 3B) were

epicuticular waxes by dipping leaves in chloroform,
which retains any (potentially white) fungi on the leaf but
removes wax. We were unable to measure adaxial
surface traits for axial leaves because of a heavy covering of
epiphyllic organisms (Figure 2B). All images were analyzed
with Fiji ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA).

Although the phloem anatomy of axial leaves is not
indicative of a photosynthetic contribution (Figure 2C,
D), to verify functional differences, we measured mid‐
morning (10:00–11:00 hours) photosynthesis and stomatal
conductance on sets of peripheral (N = 5) and axial (N = 7)
shoots reachable from ground level in five Sequoia trees
on the UC Davis campus. We recognize that measure-
ments of photosynthesis are related to sample collection
height (Mullin et al., 2009), but we assume that
physiological differences between axial and peripheral
shoots will hold across the crown, as their structural
dissimilarities remain consistent. We assume here that for
a given microclimatic condition the pairwise differences

TABLE 1 Sets of variables used in this study with data sources and locations ranked by latitude. Climatic data are 30‐yr monthly means 1981–2010 with
800‐m spatial resolution, dew point is maximum temperature (temp.) for condensation, VPD is vapor pressure deficit (climatic data from PRISM Climate
Group, 2020).

Variables Data sources Previous publication N

(A) Leaf traits in Table 2 All 11 traits are from the
current study

None 6 trees, 5 locations, see Table 2

(B) Predicted
photosynthesis

Both sources used the same 5 trees from 1 location; we used the combined data to estimate the output of lateral
leaves at different heights.

Light response curves Mullin et al. 2009 Summary data for 3
height‐bins

14 heights, 3 curves each

Light availability Oldham et al. 2010 Points shown, equation not
provided

57 crown positions

(C) Leaf area fractions Sillett et al. 2010, 2015;
Kramer et al. 2014

Total leaf area, not lateral/
axial fractions

93 branches, 43 trees, 7
locations

Location Variables Latitude

Annual
rainfall
(mm)

Mean monthly
summer
rainfall (mm)

Mean summer dew
point (°C)

Min
summer
temp. (°C)

Max
summer
VPD (hPa)

Max summer
temp. (°C)

JSa A, C 41.8 2003 25 11 10 14 22

PCa C 41.4 1648 19 10 9 11 21

RNPa C 41.2 1757 20 11 10 14 23

HRa B, C 40.3 1722 11 10 10 28 29

RRRb A 38.6 1356 4 11 11 21 25

ATP A 38.4 1100 3 9 12 29 29

SPTb C 38.0 1061 3 11 11 21 26

RRPc A 37.8 727 3 10 12 19 25

BBb C 37.2 898 4 11 11 21 27

SCMb A 37.1 1487 4 8 14 24 27

LHc C 36.1 868 2 9 12 20 24
aNorthern site.
bCentral sites.
cRange margins.
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between axial and peripheral shoots would be consistent,
particularly because peripheral shoots lacked visible
epiphyllic organisms at all heights, and axial shoots never
had phloem that appeared capable of sugar export.
Without detaching shoots from trees, we analyzed each
at ambient light and 400 ppm CO2 with a Li‐6400 portable
photosynthesis meter (LI‐COR, Lincoln, NE, USA)
equipped with a conifer chamber, deliberately choosing
neighboring peripheral and axial shoots in both sun and
shade. We then removed the shoots and dissected them to
determine fresh area. Although we did not compare shoot
Ψ in this case, before equilibration in the dark, peripheral
shoots collected for fogging tended to have slightly more
negative water potentials (~0.1–0.01 MPa lower) than
axial shoots in the same cluster, so we do not believe they
were under less tension here.

Measurement of foliar uptake

After collection, sampled shoot clusters were recut under
water and allowed to rehydrate completely before beginning
measurements. In the lab, the woody ends of each shoot
cluster were recut in melted paraffin to create a seal (Chin
and Sillett, 2016) before bench‐drying to within ±0.03MPa
of the estimated pre‐dawn maximum Ψ for their collection
height based on the gravitational potential gradient. Bench‐
dried samples were kept cool overnight in a sealed dark bag
to enable equilibration of Ψ throughout the shoot cluster,
which was later verified with a pressure chamber before
beginning the fog exposure treatment. Our sample size was
limited by the need to work with shoots within a few days of
collection and to dry hydrated samples down to a narrow
Ψ range. Unfortunately, we could not use some sample

TABLE 2 Definitions of foliar traits used in this study and their values and differences between peripheral and axial shoots of Sequoia sempervirens.
Surface traits are for abaxial side of leaf; large errors around means reflect broad morphological diversity of Sequoia leaves (see Figure 1). All eight surface
and vascular traits are also used in PCA. Values in parentheses indicate 1 SE of estimate expressed as a percentage. W is the test statistic from the Wilcoxon
rank sum tests. N = 10 peripheral and 10 axial samples.

Peripheral Axial
Trait Definition Unit Mean ± SE Mean ± SE W P

Physiological

Initial surface permeability
to water

Maximum instantaneous
uptake rate

g/m2 7.14 (14) 23.79 (15) 129 <0.0001

Surface

Visible wax coverage Wax area per leaf area fraction 0.5625 (13) 0.2338 (15) 143 0.0019

Guard cell length Mean guard cell length mm 0.0352 (5) 0.027 (10) 104 0.0169

Stomatal density Stomata per leaf area no./mm2 48.88 (12) 36.03 (18) 91 0.1151

Guard cell covering fraction Guard cell length per
leaf area

mm/mm2 1.6734 (12) 0.9639 (21) 102 0.0210

Vascular

Transfusion tissue area Cross‐sectional area mm2 0.0127 (9) 0.0207 (14) 22 0.0065

Xylem area Cross‐sectional area mm2 0.0028 (7) 0.0018 (11) 107 0.0100

Phloem area Cross‐sectional area mm2 0.0032 (9) 0.0021 (19) 102 0.0234

Central fibers Number per cross section no. 0.62 (53) 3.1 (16) 16 0.0016

TABLE 3 Equations developed for approximations of Sequoia sempervirens whole‐crown foliar uptake and photosynthetic potential. RMSE, root mean
square error; CV, coefficient of variation (RMSE/mean) expressed as a percentage. Uptake equations have weak predictive ability; however, they have
significant slopes, making them generally preferable to mean values for our tree‐level estimates and allow us to consider the impact of the vertical Ψ gradient
and the distribution of peripheral and axial leaf area in a way that mean uptake values would not.

Dependent variable Predictor (V) a b N R2 RMSE CV P Form

% Axial leaf area, locations north of 40° Relative height –4.7753 9.0622 54 0.25 1.667 30 0.0001 aV + b

% Axial leaf area, southernmost location (LH) Relative height 7.907 2.097 12 0.44 0.978 13 0.0193 aV + b

Photosynthetic potential (μmol CO2 m
−2·s−1) Relative height 7.3679 10.853 14 0.74 1.440 19 <0.0001 a ln(V) + b

Axial‐leaf water uptake (g H2O m−2·min−1) Initial Ψ (MPa) 0.45585 − 58 0.60 0.237 91 <0.0001 aV + 0

Peripheral‐leaf water uptake (g H2O m−2·min−1) Initial Ψ (MPa) 0.09708 − 174 0.26 0.104 185 <0.0001 aV + 0
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clusters because we failed to hit their target pre‐dawn Ψ.
The time and difficulty involved in the experiment, and
especially our use of fresh shoots, required spreading
sampling over five tree‐climbing expeditions, collecting a
maximum of four shoot clusters each time.

To capture the full range of leaf development and age
distribution, we removed all undamaged individual shoots
bearing either peripheral or axial leaves per sample cluster
with an estimated maximum age of peripheral shoots (based
on node counts) from 1–7 yr and of axial shoots from
1–12 yr. We included all green shoots on a cluster regardless
of size or age, only excluding those with obvious damage,
although leaf traits were measured on current‐year shoots

only. Cut ends of individual shoots were sealed with
Parafilm, then the entire shoot was briefly submerged and
blotted dry before weighing, which helped ensure that more
appressed treetop‐peripheral and ‐axial leaves were dried to
the same level both before and after fogging, regardless of
water retained in crevices. To be certain that any error
introduced by retained water was negligible, we selected 10
diverse redwood shoots and weighed them dry, and
following our wetting and blotting method, found a mean
weight increase of only 0.23% (SD = 0.22%) as a result of
unremoved water. We thus expect that the pre‐wetting and
blotting procedure removed what would have been ~3%
error between samples weighed completely dry and those

F IGURE 2 Traits of peripheral and axial leaves. (A) Waxy abaxial surface of peripheral leaves showing stomatal plugs (white spots). Scale
bar = 0.05 mm. (B) Sheltered adaxial surfaces of axial leaves host abundant epiphyllic organisms, having >70% cover in our samples. Scale
bar = 0.05 mm. (C) Vascular anatomy of peripheral leaves (top) and axial leaves (bottom). Outlines: purple = transfusion tissue, yellow = central fibers,
red = xylem, blue = phloem. Scale bar = 0.1 mm. (D) Phloem of axial leaves (blue outline) has many occluded cells and fused walls, suggesting reduced sugar‐
transport functionality. Scale bar = 0.035 mm.
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weighed after fog exposure and blotting; however, within‐
sample error from inconsistent post‐blotting water reten-
tion was likely far lower than the difference between
blotted‐dry and completely‐dry shoots. Using the method of
Guzmán‐Delgado et al. (2018), we suspended shoots in a
fog‐filled chamber in their natural orientations and
removed at ~20‐min intervals to allow for determination
of temporal dynamics in foliar water uptake (mean fogging
time = 132 min). Fogged shoots were immediately blotted
dry and weighed as before, and their final Ψ was recorded.
After fogging, each shoot was carefully dissected and
scanned to quantify leaf silhouette area. The series of pre‐
and post‐fog‐exposure measurements of mass per area and

Ψ were used to generate curves to determine the foliar
uptake rate as a function of initial water potential per
sample.

Data analyses

Comparison of peripheral and axial leaves

To examine the differences between peripheral and axial
leaves, we used principal component analysis (PCA) of eight
untransformed foliar traits (Table 2). The PCA was
performed on peripheral and axial leaves together using a

F IGURE 3 What causes variation in foliar uptake potential? (A) Based on Ohm's Law, this structural equation model characterizes our determination of
peripheral‐leaf initial surface permeability, or “maximum uptake”, by leaf surface resistance and Ψ gradient (mimicking the predawn Ψ gradient due to
gravity). Black arrow thickness shows relative effect sizes. Surface resistance is caused by composite effects of three leaf traits (green arrows). Dotted green
box designates portion of model that may respond to environmental signals through acclimation or long‐term regional adaption of leaf traits. Arrows
indicate directions of causality. Small curved green arrow (far left) represents covariance of stomatal density and guard cell coverage (trait definitions in
Table 2). Path coefficients are relative effect sizes in units of standard deviation. Surface resistance and the initial Ψ gradient are conditionally independent;
thus, when controlling for Ψ, surface traits explain nearly all variation in initial surface permeability (maximum uptake). (B) Relationship between abaxial
wax covering fraction and uptake rate in peripheral leaves (R2 = 0.56) and axial leaves (R2 = 0.26). Insets show leaf surfaces; white substances are waxes.
(C) In peripheral, but not axial, leaves maximum uptake increases with magnitude of initial Ψ gradient (R2 = 0.85).
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correlation matrix with Euclidean distance. The mean trait
skewness was 0.679 and mean kurtosis was 0.683 with all
individual‐trait values below three. The R package hyper-
volume (Blonder, 2018) was used to measure the overlap of

peripheral and axial leaves in trait space based on PC axis
scores. We tested whether uptake rates, traits, and
photosynthetic rates were dependent on leaves being
peripheral or axial using Wilcoxon rank sum tests with
continuity correction for ties via R 3.4.3 (R Core Team).

Quantification of foliar water uptake rates for
whole‐tree scaling

With data from the fogging experiment, we plotted area‐
based mass increase per minute (g · m−2 · min−1) against the
initial Ψ of each shoot in a cluster when first exposed to fog,
forcing the line through the origin to reflect the lack of
uptake in the absence of a Ψ gradient. The resulting linear
fits (Table 3) were used with estimates of peripheral and
axial leaf areas to predict uptake in 5‐m foliar‐height bins
using the assumed pre‐dawn Ψ (e.g., –0.98MPa at 100 m).
These values were established per shoot cluster at their
individually estimated pre‐dawn Ψ, so we assume they
reflected uptake under natural conditions in the tree and
preserved the impacts of vertical gradients in foliar traits.
We estimated whole‐tree uptake over the first hour
following fog exposure. Shoots were typically exposed to
fog for >2 h and saw increases in Ψ greater than would be
expected if attached to a tree. Therefore, it is likely that we
underestimated the first‐hour uptake potential. However,
we chose 1 h as the time for estimation because we have no
information on how Ψ changes in shoots attached to large‐
capacity trees during fog exposure. We expected that the
realized Ψ increases are small over this initial time period.

Whole‐tree scaling and leaf‐type distribution

Previous research on Sequoia involved intensive mapping of
tree crowns and dissection of representative samples in both
unlogged primary forests and previously logged secondary
forests (Sillett et al., 2010, 2015, 2018; Kramer et al., 2014).
In these studies, estimates of leaf area were reported as total
leaf area, but during branch dissections of foliage, pliable
shoots were measured separately from woody shoots along
the height gradient. All leafy twigs up to 1 cm in diameter
were separated into three categories: young pliable shoots
bearing green leaves (L), older woody shoots bearing green
leaves (G), and woody shoots bearing mostly brown leaves
(B). In the present study, we used the L category to estimate
peripheral leaf area, and we averaged G and B categories to
estimate axial leaf area per branch. These estimates of
peripheral and axial leaf areas afforded us opportunities to
consider them separately in a scaling exercise and to assess
the physiological and ecological implications of their
distributions within and among trees growing in different
forests. For purposes of whole‐tree scaling, we estimated
peripheral and axial leaf areas in 5‐m height for individuals
sampled in this study. Equations for estimating peripheral
and axial leaf area fractions were developed for trees in

F IGURE 4 Geographic variation in foliar water uptake requirements
and axial shoot distribution. Conceptual model illustrating how multiscale
environmental variation within and among Sequoia forests could necessitate
prioritization of axial leaf area in upper crowns of trees growing in southern
range. In treetops, axial leaves have their greatest cost in lost peripheral‐leaf
photosynthetic opportunity but also make their greatest uptake contribution
relative to peripheral leaves. Increased distance between minimum
summertime temperatures and dew point, and near absence of measurable
precipitation, indicate that southern forests have less frequent summertime
leaf wetting events compared to northern forests (Table 1). Greater
evaporative demand at southern and eastern range margins suggests that
these infrequent condensation events are sustained for shorter periods, while
vertical gradients in evaporative demand imply that treetops experience the
shortest leaf‐wetting events. Taking full advantage of rare and transient leaf
wetness—to allow hydraulic repair despite the gravitational Ψ gradient—
could explain the relatively high treetop axial fraction in southern forests and
supports the notion that ability to improve water status has a positive effect
on CO2 acquisition. Using centrally located tree C (latitude 38.6°, Table 4) as
an example, we show estimated axial leaf areas for northern trees (>40°
latitude) and southern trees (LH location, 36° latitude, Table 1). Color
shading of tree crowns indicates the relativized distribution of tree C's total
leaf area in 5‐m height bins. Photosynthetic potential is estimated from in
situ light availability for purposes of discussion but is not corrected for
within‐crown gradients in Ψ or latitudinal variation in solar angle.
Approximate benefit from axial‐shoot foliar water uptake and CO2

lost‐acquisition cost shown below compared to a peripheral‐only scenario
(values generated from equations in Table 3).
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northern and southern primary forests based on previous
branch dissections (Table 3; Kramer et al., 2014; Sillett
et al., 2015). We applied allometric equations to predict total
leaf area per height bin, which were developed by crown
mapping 114 trees in primary forests (Sillett et al., 2020).
We also estimated total peripheral and axial leaf area for an
additional six crown‐mapped trees up to 116 m tall.

Estimates of leaf area were used to predict water uptake
of peripheral and axial leaves per 5‐m height bin. To
investigate the photosynthetic cost of axial leaf investment,
we combined existing data on light attenuation with depth
in Sequoia crowns (Oldham et al., 2010; N = 5 trees, 57 inner
and outer crown positions) and the photosynthetic response
to light availability from peripheral leaves collected at
different heights in the same trees (Mullin et al., 2009; N = 5
trees, 14 crown positions). For each of the 14 samples with
light curves, we predicted peripheral‐shoot photosynthetic
output based on local light availability, though these curves
were established for hydrated shoots. This approach enabled
us to generate a logarithmic curve (Table 3, Figure 4) to
approximate the leaf‐area‐based photosynthetic potential
per height bin for peripheral leaves. This curve is for
purposes of interpreting the relative distributions of axial
and peripheral leaf area, but it ignores the impacts of the
natural Ψ gradient, which would lower in situ photo-
synthetic rates and presumably bring treetop photosynthetic
contributions closer to those of the lower crown. We used
area‐based, rather than mass‐based estimates for photo-
synthetic assimilation (A) because foliar water uptake was
measured on an area basis. Our calculations assume that
axial shoots have a neutral carbon balance. Although our
photosynthetic measurements suggest a slight axial‐shoot
cost (less photosynthesis than respiration), due to a lack of
data on in situ photosynthetic parameters, we chose this as a
more conservative approach.

Quantification of initial surface permeability for
trait models

Modeling impacts of leaf traits on foliar water uptake
required establishment of sample‐specific uptake capacities
for comparison. Using mass increase and shoot area data
from the fogging experiment, we established an “initial
surface permeability” value per sample by plotting water
absorption (g·m−2) against number of minutes each shoot
was exposed to fog for sets of peripheral and axial shoots per
sample. We did not use any experimental runs with initial
mass losses >10% because we assumed experimenter error
(2 runs) and discarded 6 of 248 individual points as outliers
based on Cook's distance before fitting logarithmic curves.
Only multishoot curves yielding rates with errors less than
the estimates, along with complete sets of trait data, were
retained (final curves: N = 10 peripheral, 10 axial). For each
sample‐specific function [Form: y =m ln(x) + b], we used
the first derivative at “minute one” [form: y′ =m (1/x)] as
“initial surface permeability” (g·m−2). These initial surface

permeability values, derived from functions specific to
shoots per sample cluster, indicate potential maximum
uptake rate at the start of foliar water absorption, but they
do not reflect continuous uptake of water over time (uptake
rate), making them unsuitable for estimates of whole‐tree
uptake, for which we used equations in Table 3.

Structural equation models explaining initial
permeability

A typical goal of structural equation modeling (SEM) is to
test the validity of an a priori theoretical model by
examining how well it approximates relationships
(covariance) in a matrix of observations. The assumption
that the model is correct (based on knowledge of the
system) allows users to estimate the relative causative effects
of factors influencing a variable of interest (Grace, 2006). In
our case, if uptake is a purely physical process, then the
underling model explaining variation in foliar uptake is
Ohm's Law. Rather than testing the validity of this law of
physics, we had the potential to fit a fundamentally correct
model. Our first goal was to estimate conditionally
independent effect sizes of surface resistance and ΔΨ on
uptake rate by specifying a model for uptake with paths
from initial ΔΨ and a composite variable representing
“surface resistance” (Figure 3A). This modeling approach
allowed us to identify a set of traits whose collective effects
determine surface resistance. Because the a priori model is
Ohm's Law, using prior knowledge of trait function to
identify a combination of leaf surface properties resulting in
a good‐fitting covariance matrix helped to establish a causal
relationship between surface traits and hydraulic resistance.

We selected candidate leaf traits from both the adaxial
(peripheral leaves only) and abaxial leaf surfaces to create
potential composite variables representing surface resistance
in an iterative, leave‐one‐out approach (surface traits in
Table 2). Beginning with a saturated model containing four
traits per leaf side, we removed the worst preforming trait per
step, adding a trait back in and trying another if its removal
decreased model quality. The final model structure for
peripheral leaves was selected because it was the only model
where (1) all traits had significant parameters with errors
≤50% of the estimates and (2) R2, χ2, sample‐size‐corrected
Akaike information criterion (AICc), and comparative fit
index (CFI) all suggested an adequate fit (Grace, 2006). In
most cases, the SEM process relies on a large sample size to
obtain model fit. Here, we were able to fit a small sample‐size
model (i.e., N = 10 peripheral leaf uptake values) because of
the unusual circumstance of having a simple, substantially
over‐identified recursive model with no latent variables,
exogenous variables all with very low measurement error,
strong correlations with maximum uptake, and perhaps
most importantly, a physical law as an a priori model.
Unfortunately, where modeling was unsuccessful (as for axial
shoots), we could not conclude that it was because the
specified process (Ohm's Law) did not describe the observed
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data. Our goal was to understand a process and locate causes
of resistance, not to make predictions based on the parameter
estimates, so the inability to calculate a reliable root mean
square error of association (RMSEA) at small sample sizes
was not problematic.

As part of our compositing process for the “surface
resistance” variable, we specified the loading for the first‐
listed trait causing resistance in each candidate composite.
These start values were obtained by first specifying a
SEM model where initial surface permeability was
directly predicted by traits selected for defining the new
composite variable. We then pre‐multiplied the parameter
estimate from that initial model by the first‐listed trait in
the candidate composite variable to specify its start estimate
(Grace, 2006). Since both leaf structure and maximum Ψ are
height‐associated, we examined impacts of shared causality
(from sample height) between traits and Ψ, and we re‐fit the
single retained model, removing Ψ, and adding height as a
predictor of uptake as well as each of the three traits causing
resistance. We used maximum likelihood estimators to
obtain model fits, and we assessed global and local model
fits and complete specification of relationships in models
with R2, χ2, AICc, CFI, and examination of residuals
(Grace, 2006). This SEM process was repeated for peripheral
leaves, axial leaves, and both together, but it was only
successful for peripheral leaves, retaining three leaf traits as
the causes of surface resistance. We report path coefficients
in units of standard deviation change to indicate their
relative effect sizes. The R package lavaan was used for all
SEM model specification, fitting, and calculation of fit
measures (Rosseel, 2012). All statistical analyses were
performed in R, and calculations were done in R and Excel
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA).

RESULTS

Comparison of peripheral and axial leaves

Principal component analysis of eight foliar traits yielded
two significant axes, retaining 62% of the variation in
peripheral and axial leaf structure. Within the full leaf‐trait
space, the separate eight‐dimensional hypervolumes occu-
pied by peripheral and axial leaves had zero spatial overlap,
confirming that they belong to two entirely different shoot
morphotypes easily distinguishable on the basis of surface
and vascular traits without information on morphology or
shoot position. The first principal component (PC1)
correlated well with uptake rate (R2 = 0.45) but only weakly
with sample height (R2 = 0.12). However, when considering
points associated only with peripheral leaves, PC1 was
strongly related to sample height (R2 = 0.82) and uptake
(R2 = 0.69). Univariate differences in key vascular traits were
suggestive of functional divergence. Peripheral leaves had
greater xylem and phloem areas but less transfusion tissue
and fewer central fibers than axial leaves (Figure 2C,
Table 2). Phloem of axial leaves appeared largely

nonfunctional with either occluded cells or, in many cases,
cell walls that had grown inward and filled lumens
(Figure 2D).

We found that while peripheral leaves were photo-
synthetic as expected (4.22 ± 20%, μmol of CO2 m−2 s−1),
axial leaves respired slightly more CO2 than they assimilated
in sun or shade (–0.199 ± 69%, μmol of CO2 m−2 s−1,
W = 35, P = 0.0025), and only one of seven axial shoots
exhibited positive net photosynthesis. Peripheral leaves also
had stomatal conductance rates higher than those of axial
leaves (peripheral: 0.0339 ± 20% mol of H2O m−2·s−1, axial:
0.0155 ± 28% mol of H2O m−2 · s−1, W = 30, P = 0.0480).
These photosynthetic results are presented with the caveat
that they were not collected from tall trees in the field.
However, all axial leaves sectioned in this study had
apparently nonfunctional phloem and low stomatal density,
and we have no reason to believe that they would be more
photosynthetic under shadier, wetter deep crowns where
epiphyllic organisms would presumably be more abundant
on leaf surfaces. Additional research on this subject could
prove interesting and potentially uncover a carbon cost to
axial‐shoot retention in tall Sequoia.

Whole‐tree uptake scaling and shoot type
distribution

Peripheral leaves were capable of foliar water uptake at a
mean rate of 0.12 g · m−2 · min−1 · MPa−1, while axial leaves
could absorb ~4× that amount, 0.48 g · m−2 · min−1 · MPa−1.
We used equations in Table 3, however, rather than these
mean values to estimate whole‐crown uptake because they
encompass the natural gradients in leaf structure and Ψ. The
largest tree from which we collected shoots for fogging,
which was 97 m tall with 8834 m2 of leaf area distributed
across a complex crown, had the potential to absorb ~48 kg
H2O h−1 at predawn Ψ during the first hour of water
exposure, if the entire crown was wet (Tree A; Table 4). The
smallest tree in our study, Tree E, which had 929 m2 of leaf
area distributed across a simple crown structure, had the
potential to absorb ~4 kg H2O h−1. The contribution of axial
shoots to water uptake varied among trees (Table 4) and
reached up to 28% of total foliar water uptake in dry inland
forests with even greater fractional contributions in tree-
tops. Among the seven additional trees (not used for
experimental fogging) for which we estimated peripheral
and axial leaf areas, estimated uptake increased with
functional trunk diameter (f‐DBH, R2 = 0.69) due to an
increase in both total leaf area and axial fraction (R2 = 0.45)
with this measure of tree size. Among these tall individuals,
however, estimated axial fraction decreased with tree height
(R2 = 0.95). The tallest living tree (116 m) had only 4% of its
total leaf area borne on axial shoots. Because of its low
proportion of axial leaves, this individual had potential to
absorb only ~30 kg H2O h−1during whole‐crown leaf‐
wetting events despite having 5193 m2 of projected leaf
area (Table 4). Axial leaf area fraction decreased with height
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in forests north of 40° latitude but increased with height in
forests south of 38° latitude. Sequoia trees in the southern-
most location (LH) had a greater whole‐tree axial leaf area
percent (7.4 ± 0.4%) than did trees growing in northern
forests (5.6 ± 0.3%; Tables 1,3,4; Figure 4).

Initial surface permeability

Both peripheral and axial leaves were capable of foliar
uptake at all crown positions, but initial surface permeabil-
ity (maximum uptake) as derived from sample‐specific flux
curves, varied among sample‐clusters. Axial‐shoot perme-
ability (X̅ = 23.8 g H2O m−2) at estimated pre‐dawn Ψ was
significantly greater than the initial permeability to water
seen in peripheral shoots (X̅ = 7.1 g H2O m−2; Table 2).
Initial permeability in peripheral shoots increased non-
linearly with start water potential (the initial Ψ gradient,
assuming external droplet Ψ = 0), which was always very
close to expected pre‐dawn Ψ values estimated from sample
height (R2 = 0.85; Table 3, Figure 3C). In contrast, initial
permeability (g H2O m−2) in axial shoots was unrelated to
shoot Ψ when fogging began (R2 < 0.1), though in multi‐
branch data, uptake (g H2O m−2 · min−1; see Table 2) was
related to Ψ in both shoot types (Table 3) and used for
estimating whole‐tree absorption capacity.

Structural equation models (SEMs)

We were able to fit a SEM describing initial surface
permeability to water (maximum uptake) in peripheral
shoots with a R2 = 0.955 and a comparative fit index (CFI)
of 0.952 (χ2 of 6.013, df = 4, P = 0.198; Figure 3A). Surface
resistance was caused by the collective effects of abaxial
stomatal density, abaxial stomatal guard cell length per area,
and abaxial surface wax coverage (Figure 3A). The effects of
the initial Ψ gradient (ΔΨ) on uptake were ~30% greater
than the effects of surface resistance. Because leaf traits can
vary in association with height, we examined the impor-
tance of shared causality between traits and ΔΨ, which was
height based, by removing ΔΨ from the model and adding
height as a predictor of all three traits and initial
permeability. The resulting SEM had similar parameter
estimates, with an R2 = 0.938, a very low χ2 of 0.034 (df = 2,
P = 0.983), and a CFI of 1. However, despite the improved
fit when height was used in place of ΔΨ, comparison of
AICc scores indicated that the model with height was half as
likely as the SEM with ΔΨ. We interpret the low likelihood
of the model with height to mean that even though our final
model (shown in Figure 3A) misses some of the variation in
traits caused by factors associated with height, it is generally
correct in elucidating the causes of surface resistance and
uptake variation.

We were unable to identify a SEM of initial surface
permeability (maximum uptake) in axial shoots or axial and
peripheral shoots combined. A key leaf trait in both

peripheral and axial models, and the trait having the
greatest univariate correlation with initial permeability, was
the covering fraction of waxes on the abaxial surface
(Figure 3B). All three traits in the SEM model were from the
abaxial leaf surface, and no adaxial traits had strong
univariate correlations with initial surface permeability.

DISCUSSION

Sequoia meets the contradictory challenges of wet and dry
environments by allocating photosynthetic and water
absorptive functions to two distinct and structurally
specialized shoot types (Figure 1), absorbing up to 48 kg
H2O in the first hour of estimated foliar uptake, when we
scale up to the whole crown (Table 4). Peripheral leaves
(Figure 1) absorb less water than leaves of co‐occurring
conifers (Kerhoulas et al., 2020), but a waxy coating and
densely packed stomata with wax plugs (Figures 2A, 3B)
may support photosynthesis during extended wet periods at
the price of increased surface resistance to water uptake
(Figure 3). Axial leaves have more than three times the
maximum uptake of peripheral leaves, allowing for more
rapid foliar water absorption along the high‐value woody
axis that supports clusters of peripheral shoots. Axial leaves
themselves may be largely nonphotosynthetic and have
potential maintenance costs. Substantial foliar uptake—in
the key woody support structures of all photosynthetic
leaves—could permit embolism repair and vascular rechar-
ging, aligning with an ecological strategy of longevity where
stress tolerance in vulnerable distal organs protects the tree.

Foliar water uptake in peripheral shoots behaves
according to the expectations of Ohm's Law (Figure 3A),
suggesting that is a physical process dependent on ΔΨ as the
driving force without the involvement of other processes
that lower resistance over time (Figure 3A, C). Three leaf
traits collectively cause surface resistance, and when
controlling for ΔΨ, they explain 96% of the variation in
the initial permeability of peripheral shoots to water. These
traits—coverage of visible surface waxes, stomatal density,
and guard cell length per leaf area—all respond to
environmental signals (Baker, 1974; Hadley and Smith, 1989;
Ashton and Berlyn et al., 1992; Gonźales and Ayerbe, 2010;
Hronková et al., 2015; Salgado‐Negret et al., 2015; Chin and
Sillett, 2019). Environmental responsiveness of surface
resistance could make uptake capacity subject to regional
conditions, as in the fern Polystichum munitum (Limm and
Dawson, 2010). Wax coverage in particular varies among
samples and is the only trait we found to predict uptake in
peripheral and axial shoots combined (R2 = 0.64) better than
within shoot type, suggesting that this may be a focal trait
for future investigation of regional differences. The pathway
water takes when entering Sequoia leaves is still unknown;
wax coverage and stomatal density most strongly increase
hydraulic resistance, suggesting that water crosses the
cuticle, yet larger stomatal size modestly lowers resistance,
indicating that some water may enter that way (Figure 3A).
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In angiosperms, two‐thirds of fog uptake enters leaves as
vapor diffusing through stomata with the rest crossing the
cuticle (Guzmán‐Delgado et al., 2021); however, further
work is needed to explore uptake pathways in conifers.
Peripheral leaves with especially low visible wax coverage do
not have uptake rates as high as axial shoots with
comparable wax levels (Figure 3B), suggesting that other
traits are influential. Interestingly, maximum axial‐shoot
uptake is uncorrelated with ΔΨ (R2 < 0.00001), implying
that other passive or active mechanisms may impact the
initial surface permeability to water. Uptake variation may
be related to many factors not explored here, including a
drop in surface resistance with increasing hydration of
cuticular waxes, multiple physiological or physical factors
that vary with leaf hydration, increases in internal capacity
to transport water related to change in cell volume, or
upregulation of aquaporins that actively increase water
transport (Ohrui et al., 2007; Laur and Hacke, 2014). In
addition, the abundance of epiphyllic organisms on the
sheltered surface of decurrent axial leaves may enhance
uptake capacity (Figure 2B; Holder, 2011). Axial shoots
seem to provide an environment more conducive to
epiphyllic growth, so it would be interesting to know
whether axial leaves are less toxic and promote a symbiotic
association.

Axial shoots do not appear to photosynthesize enough
to contribute sugars to the tree, so costs of their
construction and maintenance come at the expense of
producing additional peripheral leaf area (Figure 4). Based
on phloem anatomy and low stomatal density, our
measurements of negligible axial‐shoot photosynthetic rates
in sun leaves on short trees are likely to apply to tall trees.
However, even if axial shoots do make a sugar contribution
in situ, it is unlikely that they match the photosynthetic
rates of peripheral shoots under any conditions. If, instead
of leaf retention, the green axial shoots were converted to
bark, that same surface area would absorb ~2% of the water
that axial leaves can contribute (Earles et al., 2016), a
considerable hydraulic cost. It appears that something about
axial leaves being green, whether lack of surface suberiza-
tion, the presence of living parenchyma, or other factors,
promotes uptake. Outsized investment in transfusion tissue
area in axial leaves likely only serves a protective function
while the leaf lives. Fractional investment in axial shoot area
decreases with height in northern forests, but the southern-
most forest we studied shows the opposite trend—
concentrating axial leaves in the treetops (Figure 4). Treetop
peripheral shoots may have the greatest potential for
photosynthetic contribution based on access to light, so
the construction of axial shoots presumably has a higher
trade‐off cost per area in southern forests where trees have a
higher treetop axial fraction than in northern forests
(Figure 4). Treetop axial leaves may be a necessity in
relatively dry forests where summertime leaf wetting events
are less frequent, of shorter duration, and trees are likely to
be operating closer to their hydraulic limits (PRISM Climate
Group, 2020; Table 1, Figure 4). Distance from the dew

point (difference between average minimum temperature
and condensation threshold) could be of particular impor-
tance in driving differences in axial‐leaf investment among
locations (Tables 1, 3, 4; Figure 4), because leaf‐wetting due
to condensation may more effectively reach the entire tree,
compared to small quantities of precipitation, which may be
intercepted by the upper crown.

The potential trade‐off between axial and peripheral shoot
area is not solely a reflection of the availability of light and
aerial water. It is complicated by the fact that axial shoots
provide support for clusters of peripheral shoots, and axial
leaves are maintained as green for varying lengths of time. In
treetops, light availability should promote fractional invest-
ment in peripheral shoot area (lower ratio of axial to
peripheral shoot area). However, where precipitation is at a
premium and dew point may be reached infrequently (i.e.,
southern and range‐margin forests; Table 1, Figure 4), trees
maintain a higher axial leaf area fraction. When predicted
axial leaf area investment is considered for individual trees,
both crown structure and geographic location have large
potential impacts on axial contributions to foliar uptake
(Figure 4). In our study trees, axial shoots are estimated to
contribute an extra 14–28% to whole‐crown foliar uptake
(Table 4). Based on isotopic analysis of leaves (Burgess and
Dawson, 2004), this is roughly 1–2% of whole‐tree water use,
though ground‐level isotopic studies (Burgess and
Dawson, 2004) suggest that 30% of summertime water comes
from fog, so the contribution of axial shoots may be many
times greater because fog events are not always heavy enough
to provide soil drip, and rain water absorption was not
considered. Uptake of water by thin‐barked, leafless twigs may
support additional localized recovery (Earles et al., 2016).
However, surface area of brown twigs <1 cm diameter, many
of which are axial shoots with dead leaves, is 20× less than
total leaf surface area (Sillett et al., 2015). With a bark uptake
rate <10% that of peripheral leaves (based on data of Earles
et al., 2016), thin‐barked twigs thus seem to contribute a
trivial fraction of total uptake capacity, even when their
surface area is considered on a whole‐crown level. Predicted
patterns of axial shoot investment may lead to a larger water‐
uptake benefit per photosynthetic cost in northern forests,
where axial shoot fraction is greatest in the shady lower
crown, and more water uptake per total leaf area in dry
southern forests, due to their greater whole‐crown axial‐shoot
fraction (Table 4). Dimorphic division of labor promotes the
longevity of shoot clusters by supporting dry‐season survival
and promoting carbon acquisition all year. Balancing axial
and peripheral leaf areas allows Sequoia to protect key
structures during dry summers through axial‐shoot foliar
water uptake, while freeing peripheral leaves to deploy surface
traits that may help them avoid excessive water accumulation
over stomata during prolonged wet periods (Smith and
McClean, 1989; Hanba et al., 2004; Ambrose et al., 2010;
Gerlein‐Safidi et al., 2018). A longevity‐focused life history
requires the ability to recover from infrequent, but potentially
severe water stress events and to avoid accumulation of minor
damage. In the relatively dry forests of the southern range, the
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need for hydraulic recovery may force prioritization of foliar
water uptake through investment in treetop axial‐shoot area
characterized by marginal net photosynthesis (Figure 4).
Surface hydraulic resistance is an underlying physical property
caused by visible traits (Figure 3A, B), and it is these
microscale features of leaves that respond to environmental
signals, vary within and among trees (Rosado et al., 2010;
Binks et al., 2019; Chin and Sillett, 2019), and likely drive
regional variation in uptake capacity. Regional uptake
differences may have large‐scale impacts on forest hydrology
and climate sensitivity (Holder, 2007b; Konrad et al., 2012;
Shreel and Steppe, 2020), and it would be worthwhile to
explore resistance‐causing traits across tree geographic ranges
in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

Axial shoots of Sequoia appear to be specialists in foliar water
uptake, contrasting in both structure and function to
abundant peripheral shoots, which appear to be responsible
for nearly all photosynthesis. Rapid water absorption and
abundant transfusion tissue in axial shoots may act together
to secure the longevity of woody axes responsible for
supporting productive peripheral shoots during California's
long dry season. Axial shoot uptake may reduce the
summertime accumulation of hydraulic damage, thereby
protecting larger structures from loss and supporting tree
survival during drought events. Our results suggest that leaf
surface area in southern forests absorbs 10% more water per
hour than in northern forests due to differences in axial shoot
distribution (Figure 4). A suite of traits causes hydraulic
resistance at the leaf surface, collectively influencing perme-
ability to water. We thus suspect that climatic signals induce
trait variation causing even larger geographic differences in
the ways Sequoia crowns intercept and interact with
precipitation. Broadleaved trees in seasonally wet forests can
separate foliar uptake and gas exchange by having an
absorptive adaxial surface as well as a water‐resistant abaxial
surface (Smith and McClean, 1989; Holder, 2007a; Eller
et al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 2014). In conifers, limits to leaf
width and shape imposed by a single vein (Zwieniecki
et al., 2004) may make it harder for the abaxial surface of their
needle‐like leaves to remain dry if water accumulates on the
adaxial surface to allow foliar uptake (Limm and
Dawson 2010; Rosado et al., 2010; Fernández et al., 2014).
Shoot dimorphism solves this problem and potentially allows
Sequoia the flexibility to fine‐tune investments in uptake
capacity and photosynthesis across vertical and latitudinal
gradients, supporting both growth and longevity.
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